DESTRUCTION DANGERS

Staying safe when structures come down

- Building demolition will present numerous potential hazards. As such, the perimeter will be protected by a fence with signage to show new routes of travel. Please follow the posted information.

- Heavy construction equipment will enter and exit the site through a designated gate. Please avoid passing near these areas as workers may have limited view of pedestrian or cycle traffic.

- In addition to changes to walking patterns, changes to driving patterns may also occur. Watch for construction workers and equipment in these areas and be prepared to stop and expect potential delays.

- In general, building demolition will change routine sidewalk and road travel patterns. Please watch for signage indicating new routes of travel and construction equipment.

- Do not move, enter or cut-through the demolition site, as the site is for authorized personnel only! Entry is only allowed by a Purdue project manager and contractors.

Demolition of a campus building